HOW TO EXPLODE
YOUR IN-STORE
SALES AND

IN UNDER 90 DAYS:
A 12-POINT CHECKLIST TO GET THE MOST
OUT OF YOUR DIGITAL SIGNAGE & SQUEEZE
OUT EVERY DOLLAR YOU INVEST

72%
INCREASE
IN TRAFFIC

In this guide you’ll learn how businesses like yours
have seen a 72% increase in traffic without spending
days, weeks and even years on market research.
What I’m about to share with you has for a long time
been hidden from the wider business community,
with only the large corporations really having access
to and actively putting into practice every day.
These proven strategies that I’m about to share come
from years of industry experience, leading research
findings across the world and working closely with
our clients day in, day out to continually tweak their
digital signage strategy to achieve explosive results.
However, why should only the multi million or multi
billion dollar organisations know about these
strategies?
Exactly! That’s why I’ve taken the time to develop
this book, along with my team, to reveal some of the
most important keys we honestly believe makes all
the difference between failing or succeeding with
digital signage.
So grab yourself a cup of coffee, take a sit in your
favourite chair and let me share with you the step by
step process to achieving a wining digital signage
solution that is guaranteed to explode your sales and
grow your business.
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Guarantee Succes
As the digital display market enters a vibrant and every growing
period within the Australian Market place, we are beginning to
witness the fastest increase and demand for digital LED displays
ever before.
The long awaited proof regarding ROI and metric recordings via
analytics has been quickly surpassed by the proven research
findings and even more so the greater need to change or be left
behind.
Amongst the rapid moving digital pace and client excitement,
one of the biggest problems I hear time and time again is clients
not having a clear direction or digital signage plan before making
the investment.
Critical questions are overlooked by impulse decisions to forge
ahead and just buy now.
But with no strategic plan, it’s no wonder many displays are being
left as wall mounted dust collectors just months after installation.
I don’t know about you, but this is definitely not exciting, interesting
or close to what I had in mind when signing up to the “digital
display revolution.”
Thankfully this doesn’t have to be your story and can easily be
avoided if you first take the time to create a strategic plan!
Organisations that are excelling and seeing the maximum results
through digital display technology is purely because they had
defined a clear strategy and plan before making the transition
and investment.
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1. How to Design a Digital Signage Plan that will Guarantee Success

Prior to introducing any form of digital display technology you
need to take time to answer these 4 important questions:

1. Why are we doing this?
2. What do we aim to achieve from this?
3. How do we envisage the technology
working in with our existing advertising
and marketing strategy?
4. Who will be responsible for the ongoing
digital signage management?

I believe in these steps so much, that I’ve made them a key part of
our service offering.
Remember, with no plan, it simply won’t work!
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Three Tiny Mistakes
To Avoid
1. DIY Danger
Meet Kevin!
Kev works for “company X” who is looking to invest in a digital
display solution. Kev works in the area of IT and spends most of
his time in the land of “html.” Kev has no previous experience
or education in digital signage solutions, but he does consider
himself an avid technical type of guy. And by his own opinion, Kev
is a guru in all things AV.
Kev discovered he can purchase some “online specials” - they
are going for an absolute cracker of a deal. He’s even worked out
how to connect them all up and upload content - BOOM!!
The more Kev thinks about this project the more his eyes well up
with excitement. Kev thinks too himself “surely this digital display
thing can’t be that difficult?”
So Kev decides to nominate himself to be the one who can
champion the in-house digital project. With great enthusiasm he
proudly sends an email to the executive team detailing his ability
to know all things AV and notes that given the opportunity he’d be
confident to deliver a complete solution for the company.
Although not totally convinced by the pitch, the executive cannot
deny Kev’s enthusiasm to this project and because he has been
a long standing employee of the company, they decide with
apprehension to give him their blessing.
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2. Three Tiny Mistakes To Avoid

With a limited budget, no plan, no direction, no strategy, no
support and no industry experience, all that is left to do is for Kev
to fail.
The day finally comes when Kev proudly walks the Executive team
through the office revealing everything that he’d been working
late nights on, only to discover what Kev implemented and what
the Executive thought they were going to get are miles apart.
Surprise!

What a complete waste of time and money...
Here’s the thing, if I’m sick I’d be calling a doctor. If I had a sore
tooth, I’d be booking an appointment with a dentist. If I needed
a tax return completed, I’d speak to my accountant. If my car
decides to cook its self, I’d be taking it to a mechanic.
Why is this?
Because I know that each one of them have the experience and
expertise that will ensure I receive the outcome I need.
Whilst you may think you can implement a digital LED signage
solution in-house, I’m convinced that in order to achieve the
best possible and most successful solution is to partner with a
professional digital display agency. At LED Media we work with
each of our clients to develop a tailored plan, defined strategy
and deliver the complete scope.
This element can be the key difference and guaranteed game
changeover between you having customers lining up to get in
your store, whilst your competitor continues to dust down there old
static poster.
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2. Three Tiny Mistakes To Avoid

2. Don’t Settle For The Cheap Option
Everybody loves a good cheep deal.
Even better, is after you’ve made the purchase, is then proudly
walking back through the competitors store just to remind yourself
of how much you saved. And at which point you give yourself an
internal “fist pump.”
Yes, yes, yes I know this is a great feeling.
However, choosing to go with a cheap digital display solution is
fraught with danger.
In most cases when it comes to rolling out a digital display solution,
choosing cheap is guaranteed to lead to one thing… cheap
results.

If it’s cheap, there is a reason for it.
Pretty blunt statement. But it’s true.
Despite the aftermath feelings of disappointment and waste of
money spent, more so is the constant reminder that now hangs
on walls throughout your store, reception, showroom, or office,
reminding you of what could have been.
Now that’s tragic!

A digital display solution that leaves you
spending more time trying to fix it rather than
use it, in my mind is a failed solution.
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2. Three Tiny Mistakes To Avoid

The number one reason for choosing to invest in a digital
display solution is to provide a new way of connecting with your
audience. Research has proven that a digital display has the
ability to grow your business and increase sales. And there is
no doubt that this can be your story as well, on the proviso the
solution is designed right, planned right, supported by the right
hardware, and lastly managed right.
Investing in a digital signage solution doesn’t have to burn your
wallet or empty all your savings. The key to any great digital
display solution is it must be purposely designed to meet the
planned strategy of your unique business requirements. That is why
it is so important to engage with a professional display agency
(like LED Media) that will help guide you through the entire project
plan in order to equip you and your business with the best solution
to achieve immediate results.
There will always be a cheaper way to implement a project, but at
what cost...
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2. Three Tiny Mistakes To Avoid

3. How Do I Choose The Right
Solution?
I’ve been in the industry for over 15 years and had the privilege
of helping many clients to implement a quality, successful, and
sustainable digital signage solution. We’ve all heard at some
point in our life “you get what you pay for.” This line could not be
more true, especially when it comes to digital LED signage. One
thing that has never changed over the years is that choosing to
implement a digital LED signage solution is an investment and one
that is more cost effective in getting right from the start.
So how do you know if you’ve got the right solution?
Great question!
I want to share 3 key points to consider when choosing the right
digital display solution:

1. Does the solution meet the immediate
requirements of your digital display strategy?
2. Is the solution flexible and agile enough to
accommodate change?
3. Can this solution grow and scale up as your
company grows?
See what ever the choice is with hardware and software, it must
come back to meeting the unique requirements of your digital
signage plan. Just copying a digital display setup of what your
competitor did next door or down the road, will not guarantee you
the same positive results.
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Choosing the right
Media Player
Every digital signage project needs a media player to show your
content. A media player is the master brain for managing all
content distribution across your digital display assets. Whether your
creating slides, updating slides, or scheduling presentations, the
media player together with the CMS platform is what allows you to
connect with each of your digital displays.
The importance of this device is so great I only ever recommend
using a propriety based media player, which has been designed
specifically to continuously play and display content. Providers
of such media players are already well aware of the constant
demands that can be put on the equipment and have created
systems that can meet these needs. This means consistent and
reliable performance.
Eight key areas for choosing a professional media player solution:
•

Performance

•

Features

•

Security

•

Flexibility

•

Storage

•

Recovery Time

•

Remote Management

•

Live Performance Notifications

A poorly chosen media player solution, or underperforming unit
can be a big risk that will cost your business time and money.
For example, choosing a player that is unstable, or has reception
issues, and experiences regular drop outs will impact and prevent
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3. Choosing the right Media Player

you from publishing new content that can then stop you releasing
a new campaign, promotion or sale. Similar so is functionality,
if the media player is very basic in features it could limit you
growing your platform or even restrict the creative possibilities in
developing fresh and new content.

In my experience, one of the greatest benefits
of using a solid state media player is its ability
to store all content and presentations locally.
The fact that my client is not solely relying upon an internet
connection gives my client greater assurance that no matter
what, their display, whether LED or LCD, will continue to play
their latest presentation – which in the world of advertising and
marketing is essential.
A media player can make all the difference in either bringing
a daily headache or bringing a continual smile. It can also be
the difference between your Marketing Manager cursing you or
singing your praises. Either way, make sure you take the time to go
through the requirements of your unique digital display solution
and review the eight key areas mentioned above to ensure you
equip the right solution with your needs and requirements.
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Keep it Simple
By now you’ve connected with a great digital signage
partner. You’ve worked on your digital strategy plan and even
implemented the hardware solution. Nice work.
So the next step is to get some content on the displays!
Where do you start? What do you show? What is best practice?
How can I stand out?
These are all common questions asked by new clients.
The #1 piece of advice I can recommend during this phase is:

“Keep your content simple.”
What does this mean? When creating a slide, don’t overload it
with text or graphics that has lots of detail happening.
Your not trying to create the next Steven Spielberg movie, rather
you are trying to grab your customers attention within a one
second window.
Content that is simple in design, ie: less words, bold colours, and
minimal animation, is more likely to grab someone’s attention and
keep their attention, then content that is too busy.

If it’s hard to read, hard to follow, or hard to
distinguish what your advertising message is
saying, than more likely your customer won’t
even read it.
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4. Keep it Simple

Some of the best content I’ve seen has been content that
celebrates one hero piece.
For example if the content was promoting fashion, the focus was
the model wearing the clothing with very limited text around
her. Alternatively, if the content was for a pokies lounge, then
the importance was on bright bold text that has a very punchy
message (with the background being a simple colour fade).

Why does this concept work so well?
According to the famous research of Princeton psychologist
George A. Miller, the average adult brain is able to store between
five and nine “chunks” of information in their short-term or
“working” memory.
Working memory is the part of your brain that temporarily stores
and processes information in the course of a few seconds. It’s
what allows you to focus attention, resist distractions, and most
importantly guides decision-making.
Knowing this, is a massive step up on your competition. This proven
concept is the difference between customers stopping and
reading your content or walking by. When in doubt, less is more.
This one simple but profound secret concept has been the game
changer for businesses like yours that have seen a 72% increase
in traffic without spending days, weeks and even years on market
research.
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Create a
ge
Compelling Messa
How do you create content that really sells?
Whilst you may have a great product, great service and years of
experience, at the end of the day the chance of your product
flying of the shelf or your phone ringing non stop is based on your
ability to connect with your audience.
A winning digital display is one that gets viewers talking and
engaging.

Core Values of Writing
Compelling Content:
Resonates – Your copy must make people feel like you’re writing for
them. They relate to not just what you write but also how you write.
Converts – Compelling content engages people. It draws them
in so they pay attention and eventually trust what you write. This
leads to more subscribers, more leads, and more sales.
Matters – Most importantly, compelling content makes readers feel
something. These days authenticity is a key factor in building trust
and connection to your customer. Being able to write genuine and
engaging content that your audience cares about, is proven to
drive them to take action. Modern content can’t just inform. It must
also distract, entertain, inspire and do so in an enjoyable way.
I have a simple philosophy when it comes to creating compelling
content:

“If it doesn’t move you, it won’t move your
customers”.
HOW TO EXPLODE YOUR IN-STORE SALES
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They say first impression count, and this couldn’t be more true for
getting your opening content either soaring off the display and into
your customers mind or sinking flat. Your headline is your first possible
chance to gain or lose the interest of your audience. There’s a lot of
pressure riding on the 5-15 words that describe your content.
Did you know, on average, eight out of 10 people will read your
headline. But from these eight people, only two will continue to
read the article. Which essentially means you lose 80% of your
potential audience before you’ve even started.
Crafting a catching headline is so significant that a recent study
by Upworthy, one of the most well-known clickbait sites, found that
traffic varies by up to 500% depending on the headline. Now
that’s a number not to be ignored!
It doesn’t matter how good your offer, your quality, your service,
or your experience is. If you can’t grab your audience’s attention
by your headline, then its game over and more than likely your
competitor has swooped to take advantage of.
So how can you get the edge on your competitor?
What are some practical steps to become a Headline Guru?
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6. How to Create a Headline that raises eyebrows

Step One
Make your topic clear: A few words in your headline should be
dedicated to making your topic clear.

Step Two
What would your audience not know? Once you’ve decided
on the topic, you need to figure out what you can teach your
audience.

Step Three
Give clues to an answer, but don’t be too specific: Now that
you’ve decided what your audience do know (the topic) and
what they don’t know, you’ve created a gap.

Step Four
Make it irresistible: If you want to crank up the curiosity factor
another notch, simply imply that your audience don’t know the
answer. Using keywords that entice and create intrigue draws in
your audience to view your digital display.
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The Trap Of
nt
Copy/Paste Conte
Every day your customers are being bombarded by countless
advertising messages through various channels. This means in order
for you to stand out with your new campaign, new promotion, new
special, there has to be a fresh design, fresh headline and fresh
scenery to your advertising message.
Whether your company sells standard products that everyone uses
on a daily basis, you still have to convince people to buy from you
rather than the competitor. Furthermore if your company offers a
product or service that is highly specialized, content presentation
will be even more important to convey the various aspects of your
business.
One mistake I see time and again is clients applying a “copy /
paste” method to content creation. What worked in a previous
campaign is duplicated into the new campaign. This doesn’t work,
and will never work. Customers are not silly and quickly cotton on
to “rehash” advertising. A campaign design that worked really well
previously doesn’t necessarily mean the same design / concept will
work for your new campaign.
Fresh digital signage content lets customers know you are
committed to the industry, are an active business, and care about
engaging with them. Keeping the same stale news and copywriting
for years generally shows a lack of dedication to the digital signage
displays.
This sort of stagnate presentation indicates a lack of dedication to
quality and service in other areas of business, or at least in the eyes
of customers. Not only does your content need to be new, but it
needs to be credible.

HOW TO EXPLODE YOUR IN-STORE SALES
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Don’t Stop,
Keep Moving
I have a confession!
See there are times when I walk around the city and see digital
signage displays continually displaying the same repeated
advertising message. For days and in some cases even weeks these
digital displays continue to run the same static message. My initial
reaction is to slightly smirk and shake my head. But when you really
think about it, it’s disappointing to think that such a dynamic display
solution lays dormant advertising a singular static message that may
as well have been printed and stuck on the window.
The single and most powerful benefit of a digital signage solution is
its ability to deliver real time communication instantaneously. Never
before has advertising and marketing departments been able to
create a concept and deliver a campaign to a wide audience in
such a short period of time. Just a simple mouse click, and a brand
new advertising campaign or brand message can be deployed any
time, any day. This is a significant game changer for advertising and
marketing. But it can also fail dismally if not executed correctly and
consistently.
With such a powerful tool, it astonishes me that some clients don’t
leverage to create more content, keep content fresh and take full
advantage of time and scheduling to display more campaigns or
provide their customer with more value.
I have a secret to share…
The secret to producing engaging content is by creating movement.

HOW TO EXPLODE YOUR IN-STORE SALES
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8. Don’t Stop, Keep Moving

Movement is a major factor in capturing your customers attention.
Research has shown that 20% of people will read text on a page,
but 80% of people will watch a video. Customers love to watch a
journey, a story line, something that lures them to be engaged and
inspired.
Knowing this, we recommend trying to avoid content creation that
is one dimensional and flat. What I mean by this, avoid showing all
your cards from the start – that basically looks like a printed poster.
Even a simple static advert that has slight parts of animation and
movement will create intrigue. Another way is by taking the product
your marketing and communicating it over multiple slides with
combination of pictures, text, animation and movement.
With a good CMS platform you can schedule your content to play
when you want and how you want. For example you may have
eight or ten different presentations that all flow on from each other
at different times and different days.
One good example of this could be tailor you content by time of
day. People that view your digital signage during the morning peak
hour could be different to those during lunch or during the evening.
Same can be also said for different days of the week. Onboard
scheduling features allow you to target your audience group and
more importantly keep content moving, which creates intrigue,
curiosity and enhance engagement.

It’s vitally important that content is regularly
created and updated in order to reap the
explosive business growth that can be
achieved through digital signage.
Failing to invest in and create new content on a regular basis will
only make your digital signage a glorified static light box.
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Digital signage provides a dynamic, moving, and ever changing
canvas for you to advertise, promote and communicate to your
audience. Despite the catchy headlines, beautifully crafted images,
array of colours, motion graphics, cool animations and luring catch
phrases, at the end of the day, if the digital signage doesn’t convert
prospects to paying customers it’s basically glorified eye candy.
I don’t know about you, but I’d rather see more from my investment
right?
You ask,
So how do you turn viewers into engagers?
How do you turn engagers into brand believers?
How do you turn brand believers into loyal customers?
Basically, how do we sell more and drive transactions through the
roof?
Okay, okay, I get it !
Before I let the cat out of the bag, I must warn you this one
secret I’m about to share will forever change your in store sales.
Product demand will increase, everyone will be talking about your
brand, your competitors will raise their eye-brows, and most of all,
transactions will grow….. are you ready?
The Number One trick to increasing sales through digital signage is…

HOW TO EXPLODE YOUR IN-STORE SALES
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9. People Will Be Lining Up Outside Your Store

Create Exclusive & Limited Time Offers
Creating a limited time offer gives your target audience access to
an exclusive promotion they can’t get anywhere else. Everyone
loves getting exclusive stuff and your digital display is the perfect
tool to highlight an in-store promotion.
This is a unique selling advantage as you are targeting and
rewarding those willing to visit your bricks and mortar store.
You recognize those who have taken the time to visit your store and
wander through, and as a consequence your customer feels more
value in their shopping experience.
The best form of exclusive offer, are those that work on the principle
of urgency, as they are only available for a specific period of time. If
people don’t buy the product NOW, at the discounted price, they’ll
miss out.
On the flip side, people also hate hearing they have missed out on
a “cracker deal”, a once of special, promotion or exclusive offer.
So your in-store only promotions are likely to be spoken about by
your loyal customers which in turn will lead to more people finding
out about your exclusive offers, leading to more foot traffic being
generated through your store.
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One of the greatest advantages to a marketing department is
getting real time data from their digital signage.
Considerable energy, time and combined efforts by all involved go
into a great digital advertising campaign.
Sometimes campaigns absolutely fly off the display and sell out
products within a short space, whilst others slowly trend with the
occasional bite.
Why is this so?
How did this happen?
Why are some campaigns better than others?
What if there was a way to get better engagement data from your
advertising campaigns?
A good Content Management System (CMS) combined with an
analytics plugin can provide new live data metrics that allows you
to analysis and customize your reporting. What’s more, is that all this
info can be available in a real time format allowing you to make
changes, alterations or variations during your campaigns to help
steer them to a greater success.
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10. Learn from Analytics

Key benefits of using analytics:
1. Target your content
Digital signage together with analytic software allows you to
pinpoint your promotions ensuring you experience maximum return
on value. Captured data such as dwell time and visitor numbers,
provides tactical knowledge for you to better plan and launch your
new promotion, ad or marketing message.
2. Live Data Updates
Knowing what product is hot and what is not is a great advantage
for any business. No point in advertising something that has no
traction. With digital signage analytics, you can now capture data
that will allow you to ensure you are displaying the right promotion
at the right time to the right people group.
3. In-store Traffic Reporting
Knowing the flow of in-store numbers through the day or week can
be a great way to tailor your campaigns to directly target your
busiest peaks and quietest times.
Comprehensive analytics can be one of the best advantages
up against your competitor and better ensure your advertising
campaigns capture every opportunity to get eyes-balls on your
digital display.
In addition to live data analytics, is also the archive data you will
generate over time which allows you to review and identify trends
and key metrics that would allow you to better your position with any
future advertising campaigns.
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Maintenance
A digital signage solution is an investment both in time, resource and
finance. The best decision you can make to ensure you protect and
take care of your investment is to have a Service Level Agreement
(SLA) in place with your digital signage provider. A good SLA
agreement can make a massive difference and will ensure you
get maximum mileage from your digital signage solution. Without
maintenance, the performance of your digital signage will gradually
degrade until the system becomes a burden because of how poorly
it works.
A broken down digital signage system is not good, but more
importantly can cost you missed opportunities and sales.
For example:
What do you do when a display or media player malfunctions?
If under warranty, and the failure was a condition covered by the
warranty, you can get it repaired.
But how long will that take?
Do you have to dispatch someone to try and troubleshoot the
problem, remove the display if it can’t be fixed, and handle the
warranty process?
What if the display is in a distant location?
What if you have hundreds or even thousands of digital displays
across your network?
What about preventative maintenance to ensure the hardware is
not accumulating dust and putting undue pressure on the hardware
leading to overheating or worst case burn out?

HOW TO EXPLODE YOUR IN-STORE SALES
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11. Service & Preventative Maintenance

These are very real concerns that you need to consider as part of
your digital signage strategy.
Skilled personnel must be available to monitor displays and media
players around the clock, regularly inspect, clean equipment, and
troubleshoot any problems that arise.
Few marketing departments have the staff resources needed to
properly maintain the digital signage environment.
That’s why it makes sense to partner with a national digital signage
provider (like LED Media) that delivers full-lifecycle services. One of
the unique benefits to our LED Media SLA, is we offer a customised
approach to meet your business requirements. Not all businesses
are the same, nor are they equipped with the same internal
resources to help in this area. Hence we have designed our SLA
solution to ensure you get the level of coverage you need and most
importantly peace of mind.

Without proper maintenance, your digital
signage equipment will not perform to
expectations and you won’t see a return on
your investment.
With proper digital signage care, you’ll get the most out of your
investment. You want to be able to rely on your digital signage
to distribute messages and information consistently and reliably.
Preventative maintenance extends the life of your investment,
keeping it a viable and useful tool.
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Don’t Be Late
The rapid growth in digital signage continues to grow year on year.
We have passed the years of the “evaluation” and “conversations”
around ROI, metrics, and analytics. The technology has been in
place for a considerable amount of years and large studies by
reputable, non bias research bodies have concluded one common
thread; digital signage is disrupting the advertising and marketing
space and bringing with it unpanelled results.
For many organizations the implementation of a digital signage
solution has now become essential part of their customers
experience journey. It exists in part to provide inspiration, education,
but above all designed to drive sales.
One of the many advantages of digital signage is that it can be
implemented in countless ways. Whether your need is for a one off
display or scaling up to a network of displays, there is no right or
wrong way to begin.
As long as you get your hardware and software infrastructure correct
from day one, your digital signage network can easily scale up and
journey with the needs of your organization.

HOW TO EXPLODE YOUR IN-STORE SALES
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12. Don’t Be Late

So if you’ve made it this far, by now you have consumed a lot of info
about digital signage.
I want to thank you for taking the time to read this report and trust it
has provided great insight into how to ensure you get the most out of
your digital signage solution, and how businesses just like yours can
begin to experience immediate growth.
The decision now lies in not whether or not you should get onboard,
it’s when will you get on board?
The more you delay the decision, the greater the chance your
competitor (that has adopted digital signage) is out playing and out
selling you.

The key is just to get started!

Dan iel A ndre ws
Daniel Andrews
LED Media
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